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A SHORT TREATISE 

ON THE 

GREAT QUESTION 

OF 

“UNEMPLOYMENT” 

 

By PERCY H. BALDWINSON 

 

PREFACED BY THE 

Rev. SAMUEL CHADWICK 

Without committing myself to all that Mr. Baldwinson has written on the subject of 

Unemployment, I am glad to avail myself of the opportunity to add a foreword to his 

pamphlet. Mr. Baldwinson has the best of all rights to speak on the subject, for he is 

a working man deeply interested in industrial and economic questions and has had 

experience of the hardships that come to men out of work. I also am the son of a 

working man, and have too many hard places on my hands ever to forget that while 

but a child I joined the ranks of textile workers. 

For twenty years I have been in constant touch with the waste products of civilisation 

and the problems of social life. The poverty of a great city is appalling, and the 

conditions of life among the poor are a scandal and a shame.  

It is time something was done in response to the bitter cry and ceaseless moan of 

our lost and suffering brothers and their families. The danger is but in our haste to do 

something, the wrong things could be done. Some remedies only aggravate the 

disease, while others are only palliatives and do not cure. The problem is complex, 

and cannot be solved by any one method. It is moral as well as economic, spiritual 

as well as social, personal as well as national. The social reformer bends his 

energies to the reform of conditions, while the preacher pleads for the salvation of 

souls. The two are complementary, and to antagonise them is fatal to both. Let the 

reformer and preacher encourage one another, for they toil for the same goal. 

Environment wields an influence upon character that is almost incalculable, but after 

all, the man is the key to the situation. It is the force of inherent life that determines 

the organism through which it subsists and fulfils its purpose in the world. If the life 

be strong all perils are survived, and difficulties become the occasion, of new 

development. It is the weak that go under, and the first thing is to get rid of the forces 

that enfeeble and impoverish the life, and thereby render men unfit for employment. 

In this work the preacher cannot say to the reformer, I have no need of thee, neither 

can the reformer say to the preacher, I have no need with thee. Between the two 

there should not be recrimination but co-operation. 



Discussion is gradually leading us to clearer apprehension of the problem. Its 

magnitude is beginning to be realised and its urgency acknowledged. Reformers are 

coming to agreement, at any rate, as to the causes responsible for the evil, and the 

essentials of any adequate remedy. I agree with Mr. Baldwinson that waste is 

answerable for much. War is always followed by want. The black horse of hunger 

always follows the red horse of destruction. The nation shouted itself hoarse over a 

war that cost 250 millions, and backed a Government that increased national 

expenditure by a million a week, and now it is called upon to pay the bill. The 

reckoning day of spendthrifts never fails to come. I am glad Mr. Baldwinson gives 

proper emphasis to the ruinous effect of strong drink. It is not the only cause of 

poverty, and it may be true that poverty leads men to drink, but it is certainly true that 

drink leads to poverty. Any nation that spends 170 millions in strong drink will have 

its problems of poverty, lunacy, unemployment and crime. Richard Cobden got to 

bed-rock when he said that temperance reform was at the root of all social reforms. 

Let working men fight the drinking, they would attack their most terrible foe.  

There is general agreement that the unemployed must be sorted, and that each 

class must be treated separately. The loafer must be placed under restraint, and 

compelled to work or starve. For the incapable, there must be provision without the 

stigma and reproach of pauperism. The helpless are the first charge upon the 

resources of any civilised community. For the man capable and willing to work, there 

must be found a market for his labour; not test work merely, but work that calls for 

his best, and commands his respect. To accomplish these objects drastic reforms 

will be necessary, in which vested interests will suffer. Rich men’s pockets will be 

lightened, and monopolists profits reduced, but the people will find a gospel, a life 

that is worthy, and a soul redeemed from idleness, poverty and woe. 

Some aspects of the problem can only be solved by courage, patience, and mutual 

forbearance. It is useless to rail against the development of machinery and healthy 

competition. New conditions must be met bravely and with determination. Employers 

and employed must recognise the solidarity of their interests, and working men must 

stand together not only for defence, but for co-operation. Thrift is often spoken of 

with contempt, but old age and adversity have to be reckoned with, and a little self-

help is worth a lot of charity. Each man must maintain, as far as possible, the 

integrity and efficiency of his manhood, and all must strive together for the 

deliverance of the race from the curse of want that is in the world through tyranny 

and greed, idleness and such. In that crusade, the Christ who was himself a working 

man is the Leader, and His Church must be to all men an example of Goodness, 

Brotherhood and Peace. The world moves slowly, but it moves, and the one lesson 

of history is that the world is built on moral foundations, and in the long run the good 

prevails, and evil perishes out of the land.  

S. Chadwick.  



Chapter I - Unemployment 

Unemployment in my opinion is one of the blackest spots that curse our land. Of all 

social diseases, Unemployment is the worst, and it stares the worker in the face, 

even when he has a job, and haunts him like a huge giant. 

Have you ever realised the awful complexity of this problem? We have so many 

unemployed with us that the solution seems almost impossible. I think that we are all 

agreed that Unemployment will have to be legislated for drastically in the very near 

future. It has been the scourge of workers for years, and our legislators have been 

deaf to our cries until absolute starvation and a certain amount of rioting, forced a 

dying Government to pass a measure which in reality only recognised that there was 

such a thing as bona-fide unemployed workmen.  

It is necessary that we should look just for a moment at the unemployed workman. 

See him tramping day after day, week after week, and month after month, begging at 

every shop he comes to for an opportunity to earn his bread by the sweat of his 

brow.  

At most places, he sees a notice displayed with these If significant words written on, 

“No Hands Required.” If he boldly goes up to the office and asks for a job, he is often 

snapped at and treated generally as a nuisance. It is only on rare occasions one gets 

a civil answer when after a job. 

But see him at night after his weary tramp all day; see him sink into his chair (if it is 

still left) and bury his face in his hands, hopeless, helpless, friendless, and penniless. 

The patient wife knows without any word being spoken that another days search has 

been spent in vain.  

It may be that there is no bread in the cupboard, and the bonny bairns are crying 

with hunger; it may be that the furniture has been sold for food, and the empty 

corners of the once comfortable home, and the pinched faces of the wife and bairns 

rise up before the man and fills him with despair. 

Oh! the anguish of such men. What a pitiable condition of things in our boasted 

“Glorious Empire.” Can you picture this scene in your mind’s eye, reader? I have 

often seen it in reality, and my heart aches at the apathy of those who could if they 

would, mitigate this evil. 

It is not necessary to paint this miserable picture any further, it is ever before our 

very eyes, or on our own doorsteps, and the workers know that this is only a bare 

statement of facts, without any imagination being added to it. Just think, we have 

thousands of cases like this, or worse, and what are we doing to solve or even 

mitigate this great evil. 

We must get at the root of the question to begin with, and I unhesitatingly and 

fearlessly say that the unequal distribution of wealth is the primary cause of 

Unemployment, as it effects the workers.  

We are told by those who do not understand the conditions under which the worker 

lives, “that we should be thrifty while we are in work.’’ It is generally those who 



squander the wealth we produce, that offer us this splendid advice. I am quite 

agreed that we should be thrifty, but I claim, equally as emphatically, that our wages 

ought to be large enough to enable us to practice that splendid virtue. How is a man 

going to practice thrift if he has a wife and four children to keep out of 25/- per 

week?4  

Let us look how far 25/- will go towards keeping if a family respectably. There will be 

4/6 or 5/- rent to pay if he wants decent accommodation for sleeping, and who has 

more right to this small comfort than the man who works for it? 12/- is not too much 

to allow for groceries. 2/- will be required for fuel and light; they will not be over-

dressed if they spend 2/- a week on clothing and boots, etc.; then we will grant 1/6 in 

meat, and 1/- for milk. There will be 2/- left for Trade Union Subscription, Insurance 

or Sick-Club, Books, Papers, Concerts, Tobacco, wear and tear of furniture, pots and 

pans, etc. This is how a man, wife and 4 children can live, if the breadwinner has 

25/- per week. 

How is the lower-paid man to provide for the same family, and there are thousands 

of men, with even larger families, with 18/- or £1 per week. It is an insult to tell these 

men they ought to practice thrift, and provide for the rainy day. 

When work becomes scarce, and when it finally ceases, where are these men, and 

what is to become of them. That is the problem. 

 

Chapter II – The Causes of Unemployment 

The real causes of Unemployment are so numerous that we could fill a book by 

quoting causes; we are only going to deal in this chapter with a few of the main items 

that cause Unemployment.  

During the past few years industry has been reorganised, and the old methods of 

production have been cast on one side. Improved machinery has been introduced 

into all industries, and it has gradually superseded hand labour.  

In the Boot and Shoe industry improved machinery has been introduced to make a 

boot entirely by several different processes. How many men do you find to-day who 

sit down to start making a pair of boots, and to finish them? Not very many I think, 

owing to the sub-division of labour in that industry. The whole industry is divided up 

into many parts, and by a perfect scheme of organisation one making one part, 

another taking it and adding to it, and thus handing it on until it is complete, the 

operatives only become skilled in one particular branch of the industry, instead of 

making a pair of boots throughout, as were formerly done.  

The same can be said of other industries such as Engineering, Clothing, Printing, 

and many other trades. By constant application an operative gradually becomes an 

expert, but he only becomes an expert in one particular branch of his or her industry.  

                                                           
4 25/- (twenty five shillings) is £1-25p.  1/- is 5 pence.   0/6 (sixpence) is 2½ pence. 



Again during the last few years every industry has been speeded up to its utmost 

capacity, hustle and bustle has become the order of the day, and I’m afraid that the 

hustle and bustle is often the cause of bad workmanship, to be followed by loss of 

trade and employment. 

“Competition is so keen,” say our employers, “that the utmost economy in production 

is necessary.” 

But this fact remains, the sub-division of labour, the speeding up of our machinery, 

and the gradual development of labour-saving machinery, is slowly but surely 

diminishing the demand for skilled labour, and we have to face this fact – we are, in 

nearly all our great industries, producing more, by a less number of hands.  

The readjustment and reorganisation of industry, together with improved labour-

saving machinery, is a large factor towards Unemployment.  

To prove my statement further I would point you to the railway workers, whom we 

have always held up as models for being regularly employed.  

Locomotives have been introduced with larger hauling capacities, and the 

consequence is that less men are required than formerly, and to-day we have 

engine-drivers and stokers working short-time on some of our railways, and we are 

on the threshold of further developments, with the electrification of our railways.  

I ask you, where is it all going to end? Another great cause of Unemployment is the 

everlasting land question. It may be that I am an extremist in my views, but I confess 

that I could never understand why one man should possess thousands of acres of 

land, and his neighbour should be starving. The Old Book says “the earth is the 

Lord’s,” but says nothing about the landlords. But the fact of the land belonging to 

the few, and the fact that they are every year driving the horny-handed sons of the 

soil into already overcrowded cities, by letting land go out of cultivation so that they 

can pursue greater vigour their sacred sport, is a cause of Unemployment with which 

will have to be grappled with.  

So long as we allow the Landlord or Raillord, or Moneylord, to turn agricultural 

labourers off the land, and to turn the farmstead to a barren wilderness to extend 

their sacred game preserves, so long will we be faced with the problem of 

Unemployment.  

Just compare for a moment the two extremes of our social system. 

On one hand we have our aristocracy with their country residences and their town 

houses, their huge estates, comprising hundreds of acres of woods and lands. Vast 

tracts of these lands are carefully preserved, the game is carefully tended and 

reared, to be ruthlessly slaughtered by the supercilious idlers of our leisured classes. 

When the sacred 12th comes round, these sportsmen, as they like to term 

themselves, leave the towns and cities and fly to the moors and take up their guns. 

They drive to their preserves in their motors or carriages. They have men to load the 

guns, then while the helpless birds are being driven before them by the beaters, the 



sportsman takes the gun from his attendant and shoots down the birds just under his 

nose. When they are tired they will drive back to dinner and boast of their bags.  

This is English sport, and thousands of acres of land that ought to be yielding fruit or 

vegetables are lying idle to provide our Moneylords their so-called sport.  

Just compare this class of man to the poor unemployed workman who is hungry, 

footsore, and weary, seeking a job.  

Another cause of Unemployment is undoubtedly the Drink Traffic. The amount spent 

in Drink during 1904 was 170 millions sterling. What have we to see for this immense 

sum? Now if we compare the capital that is sunk in producing the stuff that is 

damning and blighting our best intellects, that is robbing us of fathers and mothers, 

of friends and relations, and holding our fellow man in its awful grip, we shall see that 

there is no other industry that employs so few men on the capital expended.  

In the year 1903 the Caledonian Distillery produced £1,500,000 worth of spirits. They 

employ 150 men. In the same year the Atlas Iron and Steel Company turned out the 

same value of iron and steel goods, but they employ 4,500 men, an increase of 

4,350 men. Guinness’s Brewery, with a capital of 14 millions, employ about 3,000 

people. The Linen Industry of Ireland, with the same capital employ about 100,000 

hands, an increase of 97,000 hands. 

Thus in the first place the Drink Traffic robs us of employment, when we compare it 

with other profitable industries. 

Then the gross extravagance of the late Tory Government has left behind its evil 

effects. I will deal with these at a later stage.  

 

Chapter III – Suggested Cures for Unemployment 

I have only come across one man who had a single cure for Unemployment, and he 

suggests a tax on our food and to cripple our industries, by taxing foreign imports. It 

is the famous, or infamous Party Wrecker I refer to, though I think we may dismiss 

him as a quack. He has advocated many useful reforms, or remedies, but he has 

always left his followers in the lurch, and started off on another road before he has 

gone far on his journey. He has, however, slipped round the corner once too often, 

the workers know now his true worth, and that is not much. (I need not mention any 

names I think).  

It is a very easy matter to trace the causes of Unemployment, but one must be 

careful in venturing a dogmatic opinion on a cure for that definite scourge of the 

workers—Unemployment.  

Eminent men like Mr. John Morley and the Archbishop of Canterbury, (and the last 

named gentleman gets a salary of £15,000 a year for preaching the doctrines of the 

humble Carpenter of Nazareth) have admitted that they have no remedy to offer for 

this evil.  



But the time has come when we should take the bull by the horns, and at least make 

an attempt to solve the problem. I would humbly suggest in the first place that, 

inasmuch as the industrial revolution with its labour-saving machinery and all the rest 

of it, has aggravated the evil, that an Eight Hours’ Day be established and overtime 

abolished.  

It is only reasonable to suggest that employment be spread over a larger area than it 

is at present. We have some men working ten and twelve hours per day, and more 

than that even, while other hand we have men who cannot get a day’s employment. 

Tile establishment of the Eight Hours’ Day and the Abolition of Overtime would find 

employment for thousands of our unemployed.  

Of course we shall be told that in these days of Trusts and Competition, that it is 

impossible to run large businesses on an Eight Hours’ Day. They told our fathers that 

when they agitated for ten hours per day, and repeated it when they asked for a nine 

hours’ day. 

But the Capitalists continue to grow rich, while we workers continue to get poorer; we 

blindly go on producing the wealth for them to enjoy, and when they have taken the 

best out of us, we are thrown on the industrial scrap heap, to starve, or end our days 

in the Workhouse.  

However, we will leave that phase of the question and briefly look at the Land 

Question, which is the hope of many Social Reformers.  

According to Sir Robert Giffen 21 million acres of land are uncultivated. What a 

tremendous source of wealth this land would be if put into cultivation. Blue Books 

show enormous amounts of imported eggs, butter, fruit, vegetables, potatoes, to say 

nothing of wheat; yet we have that vast amount of land standing idle, and thousands 

of men who could be working that land to bring forth the foodstuffs that would find a 

ready market for home consumption, starving. I have heard Tariff Reformers twaddle 

about Protection, but I have not heard any of them advocate Protection from foreign 

imports, by growing them ourselves. I suggest that if these 21 million acres of land 

were divided up into small holdings, there would be useful work found for a vast 

number of men.  

The Poplar Board of Guardians have recently opened a Labour Colony for able-

bodied men. They have about 100 men working on the land performing useful 

labour, instead of wasting their energy uselessly, as is generally the case of Poor 

Law relief. 

There has not been a report issued yet but we predict that the old system of stone-

breaking and oakum-picking, will soon be a thing of the past. 

“Back to the Land” is not mere sentiment, but it is the key to the whole question. The 

land for the people is one of the cures of unemployment. 

Again, quite recently a new industry has been opened, namely, the motor traffic. 

Manufacturers, and those who have goods to deliver, are recognising the benefits to 

be derived by adopting motor vehicles instead of using horse-flesh. It is only 



reasonable to suggest that the motor traffic, like locomotives, should have roads for 

their own use. I do not suggest these roads to be made for racing tracks for the rich, 

but to develop commercial enterprise, and in view of the excessive railway rates, a 

little healthy competition would do the railways no harm. 

The highroads which intersect the country and lead us everywhere, are not adapted 

for both slow and fast traffic, The motor cars of the rich have monopolised our 

highways, and one can hardly pick up a newspaper without over reading of some 

aged man or young child being run over and killed. It is time they were turned off the 

highways, and new tracks were made for motor traffic generally.  

I should suggest that the State take up this work (we have been led to believe the 

new Government is very favourable to and sympathetic with our unemployed), and 

thus provide thousands with useful work, and rid our highways of a nuisance.  

Where’s the money to come from? Tax the users of the motors for the use of the 

road. Let them pay for their convenience. Why should we be terrified to take a walk 

on a country road for fear of some reckless moneybag out enjoying himself and 

driving at a speed that is dangerous to the community? To make new tracks for the 

motor traffic would find work for a large number of our unemployed. 

Then there is afforestation, the reclaiming of our foreshores from the inroads of the 

sea. I have not space in this little pamphlet to go into the details of these admirable 

methods of useful employment that ought to be done, and done by the State. 

Sufficient to say that thousands again could be found useful employment if the State 

was as sympathetic towards the starving unemployed as it professes to be. 

I must say one word about the gross extravagance of the late Tory Government. 

That extravagance and waste is costing the workers a deal more than they 

bargained for when they went mad with Imperialism and Jingoism. The 250 millions 

squandered in waging a war with an industrious, honest, and Godfearing people, is 

one of the causes of Unemployment. What have we to see for the huge sum of 

money spent, and for the blood that was spilt? 

We have only Chinese Indentured Labour, or to be more correct, Chinese Slavery, 

and a discontented colony added to our possessions. If we had spent that 250 

millions, together with the sum spent in chasing the Muller in Somaliland, and the 

cost of sending that “Peaceful Mission” into Thibet,5 in opening up our own country, 

instead of devastating and ruining somebody else’s, we should have done far more 

good, for we should have had a happier and healthier proletariat.  

Patriotism is not shouting for war as some people think, but looking after one’s own 

country and putting that into a happy and healthy condition. That is the only true 

patriotism I can imagine. I repeat without an they fear late of contradiction that if the 

gross extravagance of the late Government (that has received its just reward at the 

poll) had not taken place; if the huge sums of money that have been spent in the 
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Army and Navy, in raging war and desolation, had been spent in colonising our own 

country, we should have started on the right road to cure Unemployment. 

Just one word in relation to the Drink. In my opinion the working classes spend far 

too much on drink. The huge drink bill in my opinion represents an enormous amount 

of waste on the part of those who can least afford it.  

Do not think that I am putting the Drink Bill on the shoulders of the working 

Classes—no such thing: but I do say that in my observations of the life and 

conditions of the workers, that they spend far too much time in sport and in the Pub. 

I want to see a sober proletariat, alive to their responsibilities. I want the working 

man to see that so long as he is content to remain in his present condition, so long 

will those he sends to Parliament keep him there. A sober England would go a long 

way towards making a prosperous England, for when the workers do wake from their 

lethargy, and they are doing every day, they will take up the cry of better and happier 

conditions than we now have. May that day speedily come. 

 

Chapter IV – Conclusion 

I have attempted to briefly describe unemployment from our point of view, as 

workers, also the causes; and I have been so bold as to make suggestions for its 

cure; but there still remains another blot on our unemployed question, that of the 

loafers. Undoubtedly there are men who won’t work even when they have the 

opportunity. The unemployed can be divided into three classes: - There are those 

who won’t work, those who can’t work, and those who can and are willing to work, 

but cannot get the opportunity. What to do with the first lot is a huge problem in itself.  

These parisites who hang on to the workers are a danger in themselves. If we give 

these men an opportunity to work they will soon leave it, for the more congenial 

occupation (to their minds) of cadging their way from one vagrant ward to another. 

But depend upon it we shall not mitigate this evil until we take drastic steps to hound 

them out.  

Today the vagrants and tramps pick up with females, we cannot call them women, 

and reproduce their kind, who in time help to swell that useless army and blot on our 

civilisation. We must have a system - if a man won’t work neither shall he eat: but we 

must first give them the opportunity to work before we condemn them. The present 

Poor Law is absolutely helpless to deal with this class of parasite, and the time has 

come when this problem should be grappled with effectively.  

In the second class we have those who can’t work. This class includes the blind, the 

infirm, and the aged. Listen! It is the duty of the State to provide for these 

unfortunates, who are helpless to battle for themselves. Our present Workhouses 

and Asylums are not good enough by a long long way. How many veterans of 

industry have we in this class? We will leave the unfortunate and infirm and go on to 

the third class, men who would work but cannot get the opportunity. 



What a complexity! What cruel irony! In this, the wealthiest country of the world, with 

its magnificent splendour and glory, its palaces and mansions, its fair country sides 

of intense peaceful beauty, yet it is infested with a great social disease “Poverty,” 

caused very largely by the unemployment of its people. 

Yet we remember that we produce more clothing and boots than would clothe us all. 

We grow and import more foodstuffs than would feed us all. Yet our fellows are 

starving amid all the wealth and commerce, because they cannot sell their only 

commodity—their labour.  

Men, rouse from your sloth, leave off spending your time in self-pleasure, and gird on 

the armour of your salvation. Send men of your own to represent your interests on all 

public bodies.  

We have recently sent to the House of Commons a noble band of working men to 

voice our claims and advance our cause. It is by this method in future that we shall 

force legislation for the people, and the sooner we increase our forces the sooner will 

the curse of unemployment be banished from our land.  

My closing words are, inasmuch as the State requires us to keep our wives and 

children in decency, the State should see to it that we have the opportunity to carry 

out that obligation by providing us with employment. When Private Enterprise fails, 

then it is the Duty of the State to step in and provide its subjects with a means of 

livelihood.  

Let us each do our part to force the Government to its responsibilities, by joining the 

nearest Ward Committee of the L.R.C., and help to bring about the emancipation of 

the workers. 

We have had demonstrations and public meetings and all the rest of it in the past, 

but in vain. Do you remember a few months ago a huge crowd of women marching 

to Downing Street to tell Mr. Balfour, the Prime Minister, their tale of poverty caused 

by husbands and sons out of work. That noble motherly woman, Mrs. Will Crooks, 

made a pathetic appeal6 to the Premier to come and live in the affected district for a 

short period and see for himself the poverty and want caused by unemployment. It 

was a touching appeal, but all the Philosophic Doubter could do was to offer them 

his contemptible sophistry as a balm for their wounds. It was exceedingly clever on 

his part, but the day of reckoning has come, and the constituents of the “Shuffler” 

have very wisely kicked him out.7 

We now have a new Government who are pledged up to the hilt to Social Reform. 

The unemployed are sending up their pitiful cry for Work! Work! Work! 

Charity has been doled out again and again, but we don’t want charity. It stinks in an 

honest man’s mind. What we want is honest work at decent wages.  

                                                           
6 November 1905, after a march of 6,000 unemployed women in the mud along the Thames 
Embankment, leading to a charity fund by Queen Alexandra which raised £150,000 for 
unemployed families that winter, and some claim to a change of government. 
7 General Election, 5 December 1905  



My last words are to remind you of the danger of the unemployed to the employed. 

Many men who are starving offer to do a job at less wages than are being paid. This 

is a greater danger than many men have dreamt of, and there are always those on 

the lookout for cheap labour, who will take advantage of a man’s poverty and use 

him to get rich a little faster.  

Working men, think out for yourselves this great problem, and from today decide to 

help forward the work of progress by taking your share in this great and glorious 

work.  

Above all things join a Trade Union at once, and by doing so not only do you provide 

for the “rainy day”, but you practically help forward the work of the Emancipation of 

the Workers. 

 

PERCY H. BALDWINSON 

 

[The original pamphlet was …]  
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